
It Looked so long 
and slim...
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A cold day of 15 degrees greeted us, but at 
least the wind was calm. Ten entries were 
received, and as usual here in KZN there 
were none in advanced. Our pilots have been 
discussing the proposed rules for next year

They agreed that it is a big step to go up from 
Sportsman to the new Advanced A14 schedule class, it 
is generally agreed with. The new idea of next year the 
Masters flying the P13, and F3A the P and F is well liked.

KZN Aerobatics league round May 20th

report by Neil AlleN

DMAC Gromor field.
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In Novice we had our own Vintage pattern plane entrant, Eike flying 
the Wolfgang Matt designed Saphir from about twenty years ago. 
With the wheels retracted it looked so long and slim in the air. Angus 
McInnes came first.

In Sportsman, “Speedy” did well to get a 65%, followed by Mike 
Wyatt

In Masters Mark Savage had me to contend with, having demoted 
myself to this class. We had a very close contest, with Mark coming 
out on top. Arthur had a new Pegasus, ex Chris Halgreen, that he 
was still setting up. Clive McInnes flew one of the petrol engine 
planes that he is addicted to. 

Jason gave us his usual impressive display, and gave the judges 
useful practice on the F schedule. John did some P patterns only. His 
fancy home moulded five blade prop on his Wind110 was certainly 
the quietest plane there.

Thanks go to our judges, Bruce Clark, Ian Morris, and Mike Cox. It 
is good to have Mike back again at our event. Des was unable to 
judge, but did scribing for a change.

Thank you DMAC for giving up a Sunday for us to use the field, and 
for doing the braai. It has earthworks going on for a warehouse next 
door, with a new fence, but it was no problem at all.

Angus McInnes stAndIng by clIve’s plAne, 

wIth hIs one next to It.


